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River Notes
A LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR

You are making a difference. You are prevailing over fossil fuel 
export, pushing for Hanford cleanup, and building diverse coalitions 
that protect clean water. Your support powers Riverkeeper’s work. 
And we have good news: contribute today and a generous group 
of Riverkeeper Anniversary Champions will match your year-end 
gift dollar for dollar up to $75,000. If our members give $75,000, it 
doubles to $150,000—our goal for a successful 2016. 

Your contribution goes directly to fighting for clean water and 
healthy communities—you employ organizers, attorneys, scientists, 
and media specialists to educate and advocate for a healthy future. 

We have a tough road ahead. But the last 15 years of success 
demonstrates what happens when people who care band together. 
Riverkeeper continues to win against difficult odds because of you. 

Now, we are stronger, more experienced, and ready to expand the 
fight for clean water. Together, we will decide the future of the 
Columbia River. Please support Riverkeeper today and double your 
impact with our dollar-for-dollar matching gifts. 

    
 
   
  RIVERKEEPER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, Brett VandenHeuvel
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Your voice for clean water is amplified 
as a Riverkeeper member. Today, we 
are over 8,000 members strong. 
Here are the reasons why your fellow 
members contribute. 

Mary Lou Soscia, Portland, OR 
Member since 2006.
Columbia River Coordinator for 
the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, Region 10. 

“I am so very proud to be a member 
of Columbia Riverkeeper. Riverkeeper 
has provided the visionary and 
grassroots leadership in advocating, 
protecting, and caring for the 

Columbia River. Thank goodness for the good people that work for 
Riverkeeper and the many members who have formed a community to 
protect this magnificent river ecosystem.”

Don Steinke, Vancouver, WA 
Member since 2013.

Retired science teacher and Clark 
County Clean Water Commissioner. 
Current coal, oil, gas, and climate 
organizer in Vancouver.

“Climate Change is probably 
the greatest threat in history. No 
one does a better job at fighting 
fossil fuel exports than Columbia 
Riverkeeper.”

Robin Cody, Portland, OR  
Member since 2009.
Award-winning author of 
Ricochet River and Voyage of 
a Summer Sun. 

“WHY? It’s a mystery, isn’t 
it? The more I probe the 
Columbia, the deeper it flows 
and the smaller I get. What, 
of our place, could be more 
worth keeping?”

Heidi Logosz, Hood 
River, OR 
Member since 
2002.
Sustainability 
Manager at Mt. 
Hood Meadows.  
Her husband, 
Tony, co-founded 
Slingshot Sports. 

“I support Columbia  
Riverkeeper because 
they protect the 
Columbia River, a 
beloved treasure. 
Without their 
focused efforts, we 
could not help the 
river in a meaningful 
way. They organize 
the support of those 

willing to stand up for what they cherish. 
Since learning about Riverkeeper, I have 
supported their efforts and encouraged 
others to do the same.”

I support Riverkeeper  
because...

Carol Newman, Brownsmead, OR  
Member since 2000.
Pillar of the Astoria area’s creative set. 
Coast Community Radio Host and  
Dance Teacher. 

“Columbia Riverkeeper came to a  
fledgling group of activists dealing with 
the threat of LNG terminals on our 
beloved Columbia River. They connected 
us with others and they never left! Ten years of nonstop, ubiquitous, 
brilliant, effective, inspiring, reliable expertise with integrity, great 
humor, clear communications, warmth, and friendship. Riverkeeper 
is family. I am very grateful!”

Projected 2015 Total
Members

Call our Development Director,  
Acasia Berry, to help protect the  
Columbia for the next 15 years  
and beyond! 541.387.3030 or  
acasia@columbiariverkeeper.org!

Donate Today!

Our  
Growing  

Membership
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Celebrating Congresswoman Elizabeth Furse announced 
the formation of Columbia Riverkeeper on 
Earth Day, 2000. But our currents run even 
deeper. Columbia River United, led by Greg 
and Cyndy DeBruler, formed in 1989 in the 
Gorge, and Congresswoman Furse started 
Clean Water Columbia in Portland in 1997. 
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. convinced them to 
merge and create one voice to protect 
the mighty river: Columbia Rivekeeper. 
The timeline below provides snapshots of 
Riverkeeper over the years.

2000
Columbia River United: 
Flowers over nukes
Upon learning that a nuclear 
reactor would be shipped to 
Hanford: “A group of us decided 
to hold a protest on the Hood 
River bridge as the barge passed 
below. About 150 windsurfers, 
local citizens, and Native 
Americans gathered and threw 
flowers on the Coast Guard 
gunner ship as it passed. We 
monitored the radiation level 
and found it to be quite high.”

2000 

Riverfest
Reggae star Jimmy Cliff 
performs at Riverkeeper’s 
Columbiana Riverfest, “For 
the River.”

2002
Riverkeeper patrol  
launched  
Greg and Cyndy DeBruler 
launched the pollution 
patrol boat, along  
with new attorney,  
Brent Foster. 

2006
Adopt-a-River 
launched
Riverkeeper has  
trained hundreds 
of volunteers 
from Cathlamet to 
Wenatchee to  
sample for pollution.

2005 

Clean water please!
When Oregon DEQ 
tried to weaken our 
water clarity standards 
at industry’s behest, 
Riverkeeper and allies 
turned to cute kids and 
strong legal arguments 
to protect clean water. 

15 Years of  
Riverkeeping
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2008
Celilo
To mark 50 years since 
The Dalles dam inundated 
Celilo Falls, Riverkeeper 
partnered with Celilo 
Village to create a photo 
exhibit honoring the mighty 
falls and the people who 
fished there. 

2010
Bradwood LNG victory
We stood with farmers, 
fishermen, and inspiring 
activists to protect the 
Columbia River estuary 
from a destructive gas 
plant. This signature victory 
set the tone for future fossil 
fuel campaigns. 

2011
The White Salmon runs free
Not many victories end with a BANG. 
The Condit dam on the White Salmon 
River in south-central Washington 
blocked salmon for 100 years until a 
huge community effort freed the river.
 

2011
Oregon adopts nation’s best toxic limits
Working with Umatilla and other tribes, 
Riverkeeper pushed Oregon to adopt the 
nation’s most protective limits on toxic 
pollution. Other states will follow. 

2014 

Coal, oil, and dams, oh my! 
Big year. First, we stopped coal 
export when Oregon rejected a  
dock-building permit. Next,  
after Riverkeeper sued, the Army 
Corps agreed to reduce toxic oil 
discharges from large dams—a 
victory the New York Times called 
“historic” and the Wall Street 
Journal called “precedent setting.” 
Finally, we protected 800 acres 
of farmland and riparian forest 
along the Columbia River at  
Port Westward. 

2015 and Beyond
The future of Riverkeeper 
We have the experience 
and passion to protect the 
Columbia. Sometimes we 
even dress nice.
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A Vision and a Promise
By  Brett VandenHeuvel, 

Executive Director

Why I love this job.
I use my background in community 
outreach, science, and law to protect 
clean water. Before Riverkeeper, I 
worked in outdoor education across 
Oregon and Washington. I researched 
climate change in Antarctica and 
started a law practice, where 
Riverkeeper became a favorite client. 
As Executive Director, I spend my 
days analyzing the problems and 
seeking solutions.

“Columbia Riverkeeper has 
earned the trust of tribes working 
to restore strong salmon runs  
and reduce harmful toxic 
pollution. Time and again, 
Riverkeeper stands out as one  
of the most effective voices for 
river protection.” 
 
—  Paul Lumley,  

Executive Director of the 
Columbia River Inter-Tribal  
Fish Commission 

Founding Board Member Don Sampson with Brett  
VandenHeuvel.   Photo by Alex Milan Tracy

A VISION 
 Riverkeeper’s long-term vision is a Columbia River that supports 
vibrant river communities; strong salmon runs; and clean, cold, 
plentiful water. Here’s what that means to me over the next  
25 years. 

 I want a river where poor people don’t ingest the brunt of  
the toxic pollution. A river where people can eat fish caught in 
North Portland, Longview, or Richland without increasing their 
cancer risk.

 I want oil, coal, and gas corporate executives to never again 
mutter the name Columbia River after their stunning and 
systematic defeats in the 2010s. Getting “Columbia’d” will 
become the boardroom euphemism for underestimating a 
region’s passion to protect what it loves. 

I want the list of 187 contaminated sites on the Columbia 
reduced to 0.

 I want my kids to enjoy teaching their kids how to catch 
Columbia River salmon and climb on Mt. Hood’s glaciers. 
Neither is certain. 

 I want the Pacific Northwest to lead by example, with an 
innovative economy based on clean water, renewable energy, 
and healthy communities.

 I want salmon to return to their ancestral spawning grounds 
throughout the basin. This includes fish passage at Grand Coulee 
dam to access thousands of miles of habitat. And removing the 
lower Snake River dams. In my lifetime. 

 I want ongoing Hanford cleanup in 25 years. That may sound 
odd, but it’s better than the very real possibility that the 
Department of Energy declares it clean and walks away.

 At the risk of sounding like a 1960s pop song, I want snow in  
the mountains, fish in the streams, bees in the flowers, and 
pears on the trees. I want a climate that supports the simple 
things we love.
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“Riverkeeper has 
become a powerful 
force — the kind of 
advocate the Columbia 
needs at a time when 
government regulators 
are underfunded 
and understaffed, 
according to the 
group’s supporters… 
Riverkeeper, opponents 
admit, is strikingly 
well-organized, adept at 
maneuvering through 
the nation’s legal and 
regulatory structure and 
surprisingly successful  
at gaining the trust of 
public officials.”
—  The Daily News,  

Longview, WA

A PROMISE
The hardest part of my job is prioritizing. Where can Riverkeeper have 
the greatest impact? We do not dabble: when we take on a project, we 
fully commit to achieve our goals. Riverkeeper has doubled our size 
over the last five years. How do we grow stronger? Here is my promise. 
Riverkeeper will continue to:

		Be aggressive. We will maintain the urgency that this work deserves. 

		Take a stand. Fight for what is right, not what is popular or what  
is easy. 

		Be thankful. We are blessed to work with our members and  
amazing river communities to protect the Columbia. 

		Fight complacency. Sure, we could sit in the office and have 
conference calls with other environmental groups. But we win on 
the streets, at kitchen tables, grange halls, and courtrooms. 

		Acknowledge mistakes. If we take enough risks, we will fail 
sometimes. Own it. Learn and grow.

		Work together. We can’t do this alone. Our greatest success stems 
from partnerships—community groups, labor, tribes, farmers, big 
green, and health care providers—who have common goals of  
clean water. 

Photo by Paloma Ayala.

A Vision and a Promise
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Riverkeeper Happenings
There is never a dull moment on the Columbia! Here are some highlights.  

HANFORD PADDLE
Columbia Riverkeeper hosted 
a chock-full educational trip 
to Hanford on July 25 and 26, 
2015. We toured the Hanford 
site on a bus, walked through 
the historic Hanford B Reactor, 
and kayaked 19 miles down 
the Hanford Reach on  
the Columbia. 

Photos by Sara Quinn

Support our work to protect and 
restore the Columbia River. Make  
a donation today at:  
www.columbiariverkeeper.org/donate.

BEST OF/WORST OF TOUR IN LONGVIEW
On Aug. 23, 2015, Longview residents gave a "best 
and worst of Longview" tour to anti-coal activists from 
around the region. Millennium’s proposed coal export 
terminal served as the “worst of Longview” tour stop. 
The “best of” list included Longview’s Civic Circle, 
historic library, and squirrel bridges for safe crossing at 
busy streets.

Johnson Creek, 
Johnson Creek Watershed Council

Klickitat, 
Klickitat Trails Conservancy

LOVE YOUR COLUMBIA
Thank you Love Your Columbia 
volunteers and partners! At over 
a dozen events, 400 volunteers 
removed three truckloads of invasive 
weeds and over 11,600 pounds of 
trash from the rivers. Plus hundreds of 
participants rafted, floated, and loved 
the Columbia from British Columbia 
to the Estuary! Thank you KIND 
Healthy Snacks for donating treats.

Longview Best of,  
Worst of Tour

White Salmon with All Adventures Rafting
Pierce Island Clean Up  

with Columbia Land Trust

Longview Clean Up
at Willow Grove

Hanford Coordinator, 
Abigail Cermak
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Brett VandenHeuvel, Jasmine Zimmer-Stucky, and 
campaign partners from the Sierra Club join Lummi 
Nation elder and master carver Jewell James in 
Boardman, Oregon. (Read Jasmine’s article on pages 12-13 
for a recap of the Longview ceremony). 

LUMMI TOTEM 
JOURNEY
Riverkeeper staff 
were honored to 
attend blessing 
ceremonies for 
the Lummi Nation 
totem pole journey. 
The totem pole 
journey began 
in Canada and 
ended at the 
Northern Cheyenne 
Reservation.
Photos by Paul  
K. Anderson

OREGON LNG HEARING
The City of Warrenton held 
public hearings Sept. 2-3, 
2015, to decide whether 
the Oregon LNG terminal 
and pipeline comply 
with the City’s land use 
rules. Over 200 people 
packed the hearing, the 
vast majority opposed to 
the Oregon LNG project. 
Because so many people 
wanted to testify, the 
Hearings Officer scheduled 
a second hearing date.
 

VANCOUVER 101
Business leaders in Vancouver gathered for a press 
conference at Hoesly Eco-Automotive to announce  
that over 101 small businesses oppose the Tesoro-Savage 
oil terminal because crude-by-rail is bad for businesses  
in Vancouver.

Portland Mayor Charlie Hales and 
Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish 
Commission Executive Director 
Paul Lumley at Totem event.

THINK OUT LOUD
Conservation Director Dan Serres joins OPB’s Think Out 
Loud at Torque Coffee in Vancouver. Dan discussed the 
proposed Tesoro-Savage oil terminal with host Dave Miller 
in front of a packed crowd opposed to oil-by-rail.

Share your stories and photos about the Columbia River  
with us by emailing: info@columbiariverkeeper.org.

LONGVIEW OFFICE
Power Past Coal just opened a field office in downtown 
Longview, Washington. The office is a hub for local organizing 
against the proposed Millennium Bulk Terminal coal export 
terminal. There’s a buzz of activity as folks prepare for the 
release of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement in the 
winter. Riverkeeper’s Senior Organizer, Jasmine Zimmer-Stucky, 
helps staff the office a few days each week.

Kevin and 
Darcy Hays’ 
photo 
appeared in 
the Warrenton 
Columbia 
Press in an 
ad opposing 
Oregon LNG 
and urging 
people 
to attend 
local public 
hearings.

LNG Hearing
Photo by Carol Newman 
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If you love data as much as we do, check out the 
new Hanford data tool called PHOENIX.[1] 

With a little practice, you can:

	 w  View groundwater waste plumes on maps (ever wonder 
how much strontium-90 is in the groundwater?);

 w  Watch how plume concentrations have changed over the 
last two decades (is that cleanup technique working?); and

 w  Monitor the amount of high-level nuclear waste in storage 
tanks (how much has leaked?).

Riverkeeper uses PHOENIX to evaluate cleanup decisions, and 
you can too. Here’s an example. Figure 1 shows a groundwater 
plume of chromium reaching the Columbia River, where it 

is highly toxic to salmon. The red line near the river shows 
injection wells designed to stop the chromium plume from 
reaching the Columbia. The injection wells were partially 
effective to block chromium, and federal scientists elected to 
dig deep to remove polluted soils to make the barrier even 
more effective. The PHOENIX data show, therefore, that a 
combination of strategies is reducing toxic chromium pollution.

Hanford data are dense and not easy to find, but the 
PHOENIX web tool can help democratize information 
about Hanford pollution and cleanup decisions. You don’t  
need to be tech savvy, just have an interest in what is 
underground at Hanford. We have abundant data at our 
fingertips. Let’s use it.

New Tool Gives Citizen  
Scientists an Inside Look  
at Hanford’s Waste

Figure 1: Map showing groundwater plumes of chromium pollution (yellow and blue) and the In-Situ Redox Manipulation barrier (red line), a 
series of wells injected with sodium dithionate to prevent chromium from reaching the river.

[1]  PHOENIX is an impressive acronym even 
by Hanford standards. It includes an acronym within an 
acronym! PNNL Hanford Online Environmental Information 
Exchange. PNNL is the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.Send us screen shots of the groundwater maps you 

create with PHOENIX. We’d like to collect and display 
your Hanford Citizen Scientist images on our website. Contact 
our Hanford Coordinator, Abigail Cermak, via email (abigail@
columbiariverkeeper.org) if you are interested in volunteering.

This product was funded through a grant from the  
Washington Department of Ecology.  
While these materials were reviewed for grant consistency,  
this does not necessarily constitute endorsement by Ecology.
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Pendleton blankets and the Round-Up may have put the town 
on the map, but there’s far more than meets the eye, making 
Pendleton an ideal weekend getaway. Located along the Umatilla 
River, a major tributary of the Columbia, Pendleton boasts rich 
Native American, immigrant, and Wild West heritage.

Just east of Pendleton, the Confederated Tribes of the 
Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR), (ctuir.org) has 2,965 
tribal members, with nearly half living on or near the Umatilla 
Reservation. The CTUIR own the Wildhorse Casino and golf 
course (wildhorseresort.com). Insider tip: visit the Casino on your 
birthday, show your ID, and spin the wheel for a Birthday Prize. 
Umatilla’s Tamástslikt Cultural Institute (www.tamastslikt.org) 
shares the history of the Cayuse, Umatilla, and Walla Walla Tribes 
through interactive exhibits, events, and a Living Culture Village. 
Insider tip: first Friday of every month, admission is free.

Every September, Pendleton’s population more than quadruples 
when the Pendleton Round-Up rodeo draws 70,000 visitors 
from all over the world (pendletonroundup.com). Insider tip: 
Wildhorse offers a shuttle from the casino to the Round-Up 
Grounds every 30 minutes. 

Downtown Pendleton offers plenty for shoppers and foodies 
(pendletonchamber.com). The Prodigal Son brew-pub 
(prodigalsonbrewery.com) is a must-stop boasting locally brewed 
Northwest IPA and heavy-malt Porters. Insider tip: Check out 
the underground tour of Pendleton for a peek into the past 
(pendletonundergroundtours.org).

A visit to Pendleton wouldn’t be complete without seeing famous 
Pendleton blankets depicting tribal patterns and woven stories 
illustrating Indian and Americana themes (pendleton-usa.com). 
Insider tip: the Mill’s retail store stocks blankets and clothing with 
good bargains on factory seconds; call ahead for tour times. 

Hikers, birders, and anglers—there is no shortage of outdoors 
activities within an hour of Pendleton (pendletonchamber.
com/hiking). The North Fork Umatilla Wilderness Area’s lower 
trailhead is popular with fishermen for steelhead and trout. Harris 
Park, situated on the South Fork of the Walla Walla River, has 
easy access to fishing for Redband trout. Visit the Oregon Trail 
display and stroll the nature trail at Emigrant Springs State Park. 
Birders should stop at McKay Creek National Wildlife Refuge. Hat 
Rock was the first distinctive landmark that the Lewis and Clark 
Expedition noted on their journey down the Columbia—unlike 
much of what Lewis and Clark noted along the Columbia’s shores, 
Hat Rock is still above water.

These reasons and more make Pendleton an ideal  
weekend getaway.

Plan a Visit to  
Pendleton, Oregon

Great Blue Heron on 
the Umatilla River

Photo courtesy of  
Pendleton Chamber  

of Commerce

Pendleton Round-Up  
Bronze Statue 
Photo by Pam Forrester

River 
Heritage 

Cities: 
By Elizabeth C. Terhaar, Administrative Coordinator
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By  Jasmine Zimmer-Stucky,  

Senior OrganizerA Totem Journey
Longview residents bless totem pole and  
stand up to coal export

Photos by Paul K. Anderson

Salmon was baking and potluck 
salads were piling up in St. Stephen’s 
Episcopal Church in Longview, 
Washington, as the Lummi Nation 
House of Tears Carvers parked 
their totem pole outside. The 
3,000-pound, 22-foot, brightly 
painted totem immediately drew 
a crowd. Kids from a nearby park 
detoured from the playground, 
climbing up a ladder to see and feel 
the totem pole. The totem’s carvings 
and painted designs represent the 
resistance to fossil-fuel shipments 
through the Pacific Northwest. 

The Lummi Nation carvers are taking 
the totem to Lame Deer, Montana, 
where Northern Cheyenne leaders are 
fighting coal mines. Longview was day 
three and Blessing Ceremony number 
five of the totem pole’s 2,600-mile 
journey. The goal is uniting the public, 
tribes, local governments, and faith 
communities against fossil fuel 
export through the Pacific Northwest. 
Longview reached this goal: two 
hundred people attended this powerful 
event. Faith leaders from across the 
city voiced support for the totem pole 
and its journey’s purpose. Cowlitz tribal 
drummers and dancers welcomed the 
Lummi Nation, and Quinault Nation 
President Fawn Sharp gave a moving 
keynote address. 

As the evening came to a close, we 
placed our hands on the totem pole, 
imprinting our personal blessings.

The Lummi Nation Carvers' visit was 
critical because Longview is big coal’s 
last best hope for a West Coast coal 
export terminal. Oregonians shut 
the door on coal in 2014 when the 
Department of State Lands rejected 
a key permit for the Morrow Pacific 
export terminal. And the Lummi 
Nation is formally requesting that the 
Army Corps halt all permitting for the 
Gateway Pacific coal export terminal 
proposed on sacred tribal land at 
Cherry Point, Washington. The most 
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viable remaining coal export proposal is Millennium Bulk Terminals  
in Longview. 

This is a big moment for Longview. And we’re ready. Anticipating a winter 
release of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and public 
hearings, the Longview community is working overtime to demonstrate 
broad opposition to coal export on the Columbia. Power Past Coal’s new 
Longview field office is filled with volunteers phone banking, prepping for 
canvass shifts, and designing campaign plans. 

The DEIS should thoroughly analyze of the impacts of coal export to our 
region and our climate. Over 200,000 people weighed in during the 
previous comment period — called scoping — asking for a full-spectrum 
analysis of impacts. 

But a thousand-page study won’t stop Millennium’s coal export plan. You 
will. We will. Together, we will pack hearing rooms with concerned citizens 
wearing red shirts. You can write a letter to the editor so every local paper 
and their readers monitor this important issue. You can make calls, knock 
on doors, and organize educational events to spread the word about 
coal export. Simply forwarding campaign emails to friends and sharing 
news on Facebook counts. There’s a role for everyone. The moon was 
high when the House of Tears Carvers and their totem pole rolled away 
from St. Stephens. The carvers were headed to Portland, Hood River, 
Celilo, Boardman, Spokane, and the Northern Cheyenne Reservation. 
Two hundred people gathered that evening to honor the totem pole 
journey and what it represents: a safe, healthy Pacific Northwest 
unspoiled by fossil fuel shipments. In coming months, we’ll continue to 
honor the totem pole journey and future generations by organizing our 
communities to stand up to coal export. 

Jewell James of The House 
of Tears Carvers and the 
Lummi Nation finishes a 
revisions to the Totem. 
Family members help 
by sanding smooth the 
carving prior to painting. 

 
By  Jasmine Zimmer-Stucky,  

Senior Organizer
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Salmon need cool water to 
survive—less than 60 degrees 
Fahrenheit is ideal and greater 
than 68 degrees can be lethal. 
In mid-June 2015, as half a 
million sockeye were dying, the 
Columbia reached a stunning 74 
degrees at the John Day dam. The 
sockeye succombed to disease, 
exhaustion, and lack of oxygen.

Dams = Hot Water  
Crisis on the Columbia

By  Lauren Goldberg,  
Staff Attorney
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Catastrophic. Devastating.
According to federal scientists, hot water in the Columbia and 
Snake rivers killed a half a million sockeye salmon—80 to 90 
percent of the summer run. Endangered salmon were not the 
only victims of hot water conditions. High temperatures killed 
hundreds of sturgeon as well—a prehistoric fish that can live over 
100 years and grow to 20 feet long.

Should we accept this summer’s fish kills as simply bad luck 
from an early heat wave and a drought? Or an inevitable—and 
unwinnable—consequence of climate change? That ignores the 
main culprit: dams. 

The Dam(n) Problem
Dams are the main cause of hot water in the Columbia. Salmon 
and many other native fish need cool water to survive. And 
dams heat the river by decreasing river flow and creating huge, 
stagnant reservoirs that soak up the sun. Compounding the dam 
problem, this year’s low snowpack and warm weather strained 
already imperiled salmon runs. “The federal family [of agencies] 
has little to say and wants nothing to do so far with revamping 

the thoroughly plugged river to meet present or future needs for 
fish,” explains Steve Hawley, author of Recovering a Lost River: 
Removing Dams, Rewilding Salmon, Revitalizing Communities. 
“They pass off this year’s debacle as an unlucky bout of hot 
weather. But the fact is, water impounded behind a dam works as 
a giant solar collector. A deadly heat sink.” 

Nearly two decades ago, federal scientists declared the Columbia 
too hot for healthy salmon runs. In the late 90s, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) launched a major project 
to tackle hot water in the Columbia and Snake rivers. But the 
effort broke down. Stakeholders, including the federal agencies 
that operate dams and regulate water diversions, balked at the 
harsh realities of changing the status quo to protect cold water 
for salmon.

EPA Study Points to Solutions
EPA’s work did not prompt any actions to lower water 
temperatures. But the effort culminated in an important 
study, released in 2003, explaining the causes of high water 
temperatures in the Columbia and Snake rivers. EPA came to 
three core conclusions:

 w  During the summer and early fall, the Columbia  
and Snake rivers are often too warm for healthy  
migrating salmon.

 w  Historically, the rivers got warm at times, but  
humans have increased the intensity and duration  
of temperature problems.

 w  Dams significantly impact river temperature; tributaries 
have a minor impact; point sources like factories and 
wastewater treatment plants have only localized impacts.

The EPA also found that not all dams were created equal when 
it comes to temperature impacts. The lower four Snake River 
dams—Lower Granite, Ice Harbor, Little Goose, and Lower 
Monumental—have a major impact on temperature. Each of 
the four dams raises the Snake River’s temperature by two to 

four degrees Fahrenheit. On the mainstem Columbia, Grand 
Coulee Dam is by far the biggest temperature driver: it can 
raise the Columbia River’s temperature by more than 11 degrees 
Fahrenheit. That’s a stunning impact on water temperature. 

Bottomline: EPA’s study suggests the need for major changes to 
the Columbia Basin hydroelectric system to protect endangered 
salmon and other species. EPA’s study also points to solutions, 
like removing the four lower Snake River dams. 

Columbia Riverkeeper joins with fishermen and conservation 
groups across the region to call on the Obama Administration to 
take action to stop the extreme river heat. While our call to action 
is not new (we’re a party in the long-running Endangered Species 
Act lawsuit against the federal government over dam operations), 
the stunning loss of half a million salmon underscores the 
urgency to create a more resilient Columbia River, especially in 
light of our warming planet.

“One solution is to remove the four lower Snake River dams. Based on EPA’s temperature study, these dams mean the 
difference between life and death for sockeye salmon,” stated Buck Ryan, Executive Director, Snake River Waterkeeper.

Courtesy of USGS

By  Lauren Goldberg,  
Staff Attorney
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